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PRODUCT NEWS

Digitalia Hispanica
This annual subscription product now includes more than 40,000 Spanish language ebooks and ejournals.

More info

NEWS

Wiley
Wiley just announced their purchase of Hindawi, a major open access journal publisher.

More Info

PRODUCT NEWS

Swank Digital Campus
Swank now offers a DDA model allowing access to 27,000 streaming films, and the purchase of only the films your instructors need.

More info

FEATURED - Westlaw Campus Research

Campus Research, powered by Westlaw, is a comprehensive collection of news, business and law-related resources for students - all organized in one convenient location and packaged with timesaving tools and an easy-to-use interface.

Content is comparable to Nexis Uni, but at a lower price point through its Carolina Consortium deal.

To learn more about Campus Research, join a Westlaw webinar on February 3rd at 2:00. Details will be sent to the consortium listserv.

More about Campus Research content

Westlaw contact:
April Jones, april.jones@tr.com

Questions? Contact: bucknall@uncg.edu
Belmont Abbey College is a small, Catholic, Benedictine liberal arts institution, located near Charlotte and founded in 1876. BAC recently announced an exciting new partnership with CaroMont Health Systems to offer new graduate degree programs in the health sciences. The campus subscribes to eleven e-resources through the CC.

Eighty percent of NC/SC community and technical colleges are members of the Carolina Consortium.

Events

Because of the continuing public health crisis, it will come as no surprise that we are canceling the in-person CC meeting scheduled for May 11. We will instead hold an online event around that same date. Stay tuned for details.
Upcoming Renewals and Expirations

There are no January, February, or March renewals for CC deals that have a single CC-wide subscription term. But some CC deals allow each school to set their own start dates, so there could be some products coming up for renewal decision for some subscribers this Winter/Spring.

NEWS AND UPDATES

NC LIVE implemented its new product line up, effective 1/1/21. NC libraries should remember to add any new resources and update links and proxy settings, as needed. SimplyAnalytics and CQ Magazine were canceled by NC LIVE at the end of 2020. Those links should be removed from your database listings, unless you want to set up institutional subscriptions through the CC. For more details on NC LIVE content changes, see https://www.nclive.org/2021-2023-resource-updates

NEED MORE CAROLINA CONSORTIUM INFO?

This newsletter does not contain confidential details like CC pricing, inflation rates, or usage stats for individual schools. For that reason, it is fine to share this newsletter with colleagues within or outside the CC.

CC members can request access to the CC’s detailed confidential information by sending an email request to bucknall@uncg.edu

If any CC library staff member would like to join the CC listserv and get more frequent and detailed updates via email, please email a request to bucknall@uncg.edu